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802.16m Opening Report – Orlando

- Into Session #65:
- LB 31: 77% return rate; 83% approval
  - Unresolved Comments on D4 Amendment Text (Letter Ballot #31; 802.16-10/0018r1)
    - 793 unresolved non-editorial:
      - 329 UMAC
      - 356 PHY + LMAC
      - 100 Other
      - 6 Maintenance
    - 170 editorial comments
  - Thousands of reply comments
  - 391 contributions
    - 214 MAC
    - 117 PHY
    - 28 Femto/SON
    - 6 Multi-BS MIMO
    - 9 Relay
    - 4 LBS
    - 9 e-MBS
    - 5 Other
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• Plan for the week:

– Resolve **ALL** Letter Ballot comments (**ONLY** focus)
– Primary comment resolution groups on PHY and MAC and “Other” during daytime hours
– No scheduled evening sessions (Mon/Tues) however harmonization is strongly encouraged
– Authorize Editor to create D5 and request LB recirc
– Discuss ITU vs. Sponsor Ballot schedule
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• Plan for the week (cont):
  – Logistics:
    • Conduct two primary parallel sessions all week (PHY & MAC) plus a third “other” session part time (Tues)
      – Three parallel daytime LB comment resolution sessions
      – Common sessions on Monday PM and Thursday PM
    • Draft meeting calendar/TGm breakout schedule in external temp directory:
      • Details to be covered in TGm opening session
    • Also see TGm Draft Agenda, **802.16m-10/0007** and room allocation slides **802.16m-10/00008**